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*C is for choices, the cradle of our destiny.  

 
You may not always see the end from the beginning, but your choices always 

determine your destiny. Healthful choices bring positive effects to the individual, family, 
and community. Unhealthful choices drain vitality from the entire populace. No person is 
an island. *Celebrate the freedom to make healthful choicesCit is our tool to open all the 
other good gifts of health. 

 
 
*The knock on the door was hard and authoritative. Perhaps it was a baton that made 
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it so loud. Emile was about 14, his sister 22, and her baby a few months old. His sister=s 

husband had left a couple of days earlier to try to find information on how to escape. 

*Emile opened the door to the stern, unsmiling face of an occupying soldier. AReport to 

the police station at 8 a.m. tomorrow.@ 

Next morning Emile pulled on his boots; his father had made them the year before. 

They were fine boots, crafted in love by a dying father for his only son. Made a little large, 

they fit perfectly now, and Emile had stopped growing. At 14, he felt terrific in his father=s 

boots, like a grown man. 

*He tied the scarf around his neck and called to his sister, AIt=s nearly quarter to the 

hour!@    A I=m coming!@ With the baby bundled warmly in her arms, the young mother 

walked with her brother down the little street to the police station. 

The place was bustling. The police officers took their names and told them to wait with 

others. There were lots of people here. *The strange thing was that all those summoned 

were Jewish. 

AFor security purposes we are going to move you temporarily from your homes. There 

is no need for concern. Your property will be carefully taken care of. 

*ABecause of the war-time conditions, you will travel in freight cars, but the journey will 

be short.@ The officers then marched the group to the railway station. A freight train with 

cattle wagons pulled up, and all the people were pushed in. *AThat=s it, move in tighter. Let 

these two more in. Push over. Good!@ the great metal doors clanged shut; a bolt slid into 

place. 

The people in the freight car were amazed. Frightened and nervous, they mumbled 

and whispered amongst themselves. Outside, shouts, the sound of running. A whistle 
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shrieked. Then at last a shuddering jerk shook through the cars. The people inside 

swayed against each other, crushing but not fallingCthey were packed too tightly to fall. 

*AIt won=t be long, Hanan, try to be good.@  

ABut I need to pee-pee, Mommy.@ 

 ASoon sweetheart.@  

ANo, Mommy, I can=t wait.@ Softly, Mommy said  AOkay, Hanan, you can do it in your 

pants.@ 

*The train rattled, bumped, and snaked its way along the steel tracks. Inside, it 

seemed forever. Nightfall came and all night the train jolted and jerked in incessant 

movement. The sun rose; they had nothing to eat or to drink. The smell of excrement, no 

longer offended the nose. *A young woman began to scream, AI can=t take it! I can=t take 

it!@ and lifting herself up, she poked her head out through a little hole high on the side of 

the wagon. *A shot rang out, and she fell back in, dead, with  crimson blood covering her 

pretty face. Deep fear and shock permeated the prisoners as the second night fell. 

On the third day the sun seemed brilliant. The train came to a lumbering halt. Shouts, 

banging, clanging, and then the doors were flung open. Blinded by the sunlight, sodden in 

urine and excrement, the dirty, smelly group staggered from the train to be met by a 

barrage of foul language. 

*AMove it! Move it along!@ 

*AMen to the left. Women to the right. Men this way. Women and children to the right.@ 

AHurry it up! Step to! Hup, hup, hup!@ *Emile hesitated. The crowd was moving 

forward. Was he a man or was he a boy? AMen this way. Women and children.@ 

*He was wearing the boots his father made, he was standing tall. He=d be a man. 
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*He looked, and saw his sister=s scarfed head with his little nephew on her shoulder. 

She was floating with the crowd. Bobbing away. 

 He never saw her again. She went to the gas chambers. Emile had arrived at a 

concentration camp. 

* Emile survived to tell his story and what was amazing was the power of that one 

choice. Standing at a fork in the roadway of life, how would he choose? 

*Today  the question comes, How do you choose? Daily we are confronted with 

making numerous choices and these determine our destiny. Opportunity is not always the 

same, but there are choices to be made by all. *Good ones and poor ones. These choices 

may impact our education, our security, our finances and definitely our health. For 

instance: 

$ *To smoke or not to smoke is a choice. 

$ *To consume alcohol or not is a choice. 

$ *To practice healthful habits or not is a choice.  

*Drs. Nedra Belloc and Lester Breslow, from the department of public health, Berkeley 

California, were among the first researchers to present convincing answers on lifestyle 

habits that promote longevity. In their classic study of 6,928 adult residents of Alameda 

County, California, they found that seven lifestyle habits influenced longevity. They are:i 

1. *adequate sleep (7 to 8 hours/night); 

2. *no eating between meals; 

3. *a nutritious daily breakfast; 

4. *maintenance of the recommended weight for one=s height, bone structure, and 
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age; 

5. *regular physical activity; 

6. *reduction of alcoholic beverages (we suggest non-use as the better choice); and  

7. *non-use of tobacco. 

*A nine-year follow-up revealed that the number of healthful lifestyle habits a person 

followed related directly to their likelihood of dying or not. Over this period, only 5.5 

percent of men and 5.3 percent of women who followed all seven habits died, compared 

to a mortality of 20 percent in men and 12.3 percent in women who followed only three 

habits or fewer in the same time. ii 

$ *To exercise or not is a choice. 

$ *To drink sufficient water or not is a choice. 

$ *To be pessimistic or optimistic is a choice. 

$ *To be sexually chaste or not is a choice. 

$ *To trust God or not is a choice. 

S P I R I T U A L  A P P L I C A T I O N  

*Life is made up of choices. Moment by moment we are challenged to make a choice.  

Making good or poor health choices is an on-going struggle. The same battle is fought on 

a spiritual front. * AChoose for yourselves this day whom you will serve. But as for me and 

my house, we will serve the Lord.@ (Josh. 24:15, NKJV). 

Fundamental to all our choices is the one that we make for God. *Should we choose to 

have a relationship with God? Yes we should! Because from this relationship come: 

$ peace; 

$ joy; 
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$ patience; 

$ temperance; 

$ love; 

$ kindness; 

$ loyalty;   

$ gentleness; 

$ purity. 
 

*These are the foundation-stones of a healthy, happy and productive life. *We must be 

sure to make the right choices daily, *so God can fill our lives with CELEBRATIONS!  
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